Abstract. Most existing Application layer multicast (ALM) solutions use a tree structure to deliver the multicast data. However, the data distribution of tree-based ALM is unreliable because of group members' dynamics and the error correlation of the ALM tree. In this paper, we propose a SDN-like loss recovery solution, called DALMLR, for application layer multicast. This solution uses some additional proxy servers to provide reliable loss recovery service, and uses a SDN-like method to compute the loss recovery path. Owning to the centralized recovery path computing way and the reliable loss recovery proxies, DALMLR can provide rapid loss recovery service.
Introduction
Application layer multicast (ALM) is an important communication way for group applications (e.g. video conference and file sharing). In ALM, network infrastructures need no additional modification, which addresses the problem of non-ubiquitous deployment of IP multicast. Most existing ALM solutions use a tree structure, consisting of the data source and receivers, to deliver the multicast data. The members of a multicast group are dynamic in nature. That is, the participants may join and leave the group at any time. A member's departure will cause all its descendants, in the ALM tree, to become disconnected from the ALM tree for some time, which brings some data loss. Group members' dynamics and the above error correlation problem make the data distribution of tree-based ALM unreliable [1] .
There have been some schemes for improving the reliability of tree-based ALM. The proxy-based solutions (e.g., OMNI [2] ) use some additional proxy servers to assist in disseminating the multicast data. PRM [3] employs a proactive component in which each group member forwards received data to some other members with a low probability, and uses a reactive mechanism to handle data losses due to link errors and network congestion. Some ALM solutions use TCP to connect adjacent nodes, to attempt to provide reliable data delivery service. Jin et al. pointed out that the ALM solution based on TCP cannot provide reliable ALM service [4] . [5] presents a UDP-based reliable ALM solution. Most existing solutions heavily depend on group members. Therefore it is difficult for them to overcome the limitation caused by the dynamics and resource constraints of group members.
The emerging software defined networking (SDN) technique separates data plane and control plane. In SDN, The switches in the data plane simply forward the data packets, and the controller manipulates network behaviors in a centralized way. In this paper, we propose a SDN-like loss recovery solution, called DALMLR, for application layer multicast. This solution uses some additional proxy servers to provide reliable loss recovery service, and uses SDN-like method to arrange the recovery packet routing. The proposed solution can provide rapid loss recovery service for tree-based ALM. 
Related Work
So far there have been many ALM protocols which address how to use tree structure to deliver the multicast data from the source to all the receivers [6] [7] [8] [9] . As mentioned previously, the data delivery is unreliable in the tree-based ALM.
Some ALM solutions attempt to provide reliable multicast service based on the TCP connections between adjacent nodes. Simon Wong et al. pointed out that (1) TCP-based reliable approach may not achieve high throughput due to TCP backoff mechanism, and (2) the hosts at the leaves of the delivery tree may suffer from high delay, as a data segment has to be completely received before being forwarded downstream, packet-by-packet manner for the reliable service [5] .
In [5] , a UDP-based reliable ALM solution LER is proposed. In this solution, group members are randomly divided into several planes, and each member selects some members in other planes as its recovery neighbors. LER randomly divides group members into several planes and independently builds an overlay tree in each plane. In each plane, a member acts as the multicast tree root (i.e., the plane source). LER takes high measurement and computation overheads to select proper recovery neighbors [4] .
[1] proposes a hierarchical loss recovery solution, called HR, which can be used as a reliable extension to existing tree-based ALM protocols. In HR, the group members at the top of the ALM tree are in a recovery plane (i.e., Plane 1), and the members at the bottom of the ALM tree are in another recovery plane (i.e., Plane 2). HR employs a robust and quick approach to recover the losses at the group members in Plane 1, which can avoid the potential losses at the downstream nodes and provide many relatively reliable recovery sources. HR uses a loss recovery approach, which can effectively reduce the link load, to recover the loss found by the group member in Plane 2. In HR, the recovery packet is retransmitted by an area-constrained multicast means, which can recover the loss at one or multiple group members with little recovery diffusion.
Recently the technology of software defined networking (SDN) emerges [10] [11] [12] [13] , which separates the network control plane from the data forwarding plane with the promise to dramatically improve network resource utilization, simplify network management, reduce operating cost, and promote innovation and evolution. The SDN controller is capable to collect information from network devices and change settings of under-layer infrastructure for different traffic flows. With the full knowledge of network condition, SDN controller can adaptively set up different routes for different flows so as to maximize service utility.
DALMLR Design

Controller
Recovery proxies Figure 1 shows DALMLR's infrastructure. DALMLR employs some proxies to provide loss recovery service for application layer multicast. Additionally, it also uses a controller to manage the loss recovery proxies and arrange loss recovery path. The multicast data is disseminated to group member along the ALM tree and directly disseminated to loss recovery proxies. These proxies buffer all the multicast data until the corresponding multicast session ends. Each loss recovery proxy is responsible for a recovery domain, and each group member belongs to a specific recovery domain. Each loss recovery proxy periodically reports the bandwidth using ratio and the number of group members in the domain that it is responsible for to the controller.
We say a proxy is a candidate proxy of a group member if the distance from the proxy to the group member does not exceed an expected bound. When a group member joins the multicast session, it sends a message to the controller to inquire the existing loss recovery proxies. After receiving the loss recovery proxy list from the controller, it measures the distances between the loss recovery proxies and itself. Then it sends a registration message, including candidate proxies, to the controller to apply for joining a loss recovery domain. The controller returns the candidate proxy whose corresponding domain has the least members. Subsequently, the group member joins the above proxy. Figure 2 explains the above procedure. Recovery domain registration When a group member m detects a data loss, it first sends the loss recovery request to the proxy A that is responsible for the domain which it belongs to. If the proxy has available bandwidth, it provides the loss recovery service to this group member. Otherwise, it informs this group member to select other proxy. If m cannot obtain the loss recovery service from A, it sends a message to the controller. The controller checks the bandwidth using situation of candidate proxies (except A) and returns the candidate proxy whose available bandwidth is maximal. Then m obtains the loss recovery service from this candidate proxy. Figure 3 explains the above procedure. Fig.3 . Loss recovery procedure From above introduction, we can see that our idea is very like that of SDN. Specially, the controller has an overall view of the loss recovery, and thereby decides how to implement the loss recovery. Since the loss recovery proxies are reliable and the recovery path selection needs at least two rounds, our solution has rapid and reliable loss recovery capability.
Experiment results
In this section, we use NS2 [13] to evaluate the performance of DALMLR. We used GT-ITM generator to create a 4,200-node transit-stub graph as underlying network topology. The proxies and group members were connected to random stub-domain nodes. We use HCcast as the application example of DALMLR [14] . To evaluate the loss recovery performance, we produce data loss by the following way: After each group member successfully received α packets, it lost δ packets with the probability of σ. In our experiment, 5 loss recovery proxies were used.
We use loss recovery failure ratio to denote the ratio of the number of the recovery requests, which cannot be provide corresponding recovery service, to that of total recovery requests. Figure 4 and 5 describe the average loss recovery rounds and loss recovery failure ratios in 10 groups with different scales of group members. Note that data points in the two figures represent the averages over 100 runs. From the two figures, we can see that the DALMLR can provide rapid loss recovery service and has high reliability. 
Conclusion
To solve the unreliability problem of tree-based ALM, this paper proposes a SDN-like loss recovery solution DALMLR. This solution uses some additional proxy servers, instead of the dynamic group members, to provide loss recovery service. Therefore the recovery sources are reliable. Like the SDN technique, DALMLR uses a centralized way to compute the loss recovery path. DALMLR can provide rapid loss recovery service for tree-based ALM.
